	
  

Here’s	
  a	
  step-‐by-‐step	
  example	
  of	
  how	
  to	
  approach	
  a	
  potential	
  
lead	
  from	
  a	
  conference	
  attendee	
  list.	
  
Situation: I’m headed to a big industry conference and I have a list of the
attendees. From this list, I’m focusing on key executives from customers in my
target segment to set an introductory meeting at the conference.
For this case example, I’m using an example from when I worked at Blend Labs,
selling enterprise software to mortgage lenders. The conference I’m attending in
the Mortgage Bankers Association Technology Conference.

Here’s	
  a	
  view	
  of	
  how	
  the	
  attendee	
  list	
  is	
  structured:	
  

I use separate columns for first name, last name, title, and company so that I
can sort in a variety of ways.
From the large list, I started by scanning and identifying executives at my target
customer segment:

	
  

1	
  

	
  

Robert Anthony is at Stearns Lending, and I know from previous work in the
mortgage industry and my customer development calls that Stearns would be
the kind of company that would be perfect for our software, and at a minimum, I
can learn a lot from a customer development interview.
Next, I need to find Robert’s LinkedIn profile. Two ways I can do that:
I can either hop over to Google. This is usually my preferred method using the
person’s name, company and the term “linkedin” in my search…

… or login to my LinkedIn account, and search for “robert anthony” there.
Woohoo! Looks like LinkedIn’s search worked pretty well there, identifying the
“Robert Anthony” that I want - the one that is a Senior Vice President at Stearns
Lending.

Let’s go to his profile next:

	
  

2	
  

	
  
Good news - I’m a 2nd level connection of Robert’s, so let’s see how I’m
connected:

Perfect! We have eight (8) common connections, and without going any further, I
can see the exact person I’m going to mention in my message to Robert - Rob
Rollo.
Rob Rollo and I worked together at CoreLogic and are good friends. In fact, Rob
and I just happened to talk on the phone yesterday exchanging ideas talking
shop about the mortgage industry. Perfect.
But… before I dive into sending Robert a note, I want to see what else I can
learn from Robert’s contacts and background here on his LinkedIn profile.
First, I click on the “Get introduced” link just to see how else I’m connected to
Robert.
Here are the additional five (5) contacts Robert and I share:

I do know all of these people, and while they are common connections between
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Robert and me, Rob Rollo is still the best bet for me to reference in my InMail to
Robert.

Next,	
  I	
  review	
  Robert’s	
  complete	
  profile	
  in	
  sections.	
  	
  
Profile summary: Robert worked at Greenlight and Equator, and those ring a
bell with me because I’m working with a potential client right now that was
formerly an executive there and I know that Rob Rollo also used to work at
Equator.
Work History: Next, I review the details of Robert’s work history in the
Experience section of his profile:

Okay, more information for me here. Robert was CIO at Greenlight after the
former executive I know was there, which would explain why Robert and this
executive are not connected on LinkedIn.
•
•
•
•

I see that Rob Rollo gave Robert a recommendation for his work at
Greenlight.
Looking further down the Experience section, I see that Robert worked at
Equator about the same time that Rob Rollo worked there.
All of this fills in the story about why and how Robert and Rob know each
other.
Clearly there’s a strong relationship there, further cementing my decision
to reference Rob Rollo in my outbound message to Robert.

Education: I like to scope this section to see if there are any commonalities
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among us - schools, programs, locations - anything that might be useful to
reference or just know about.

	
  

At first, I don’t notice anything. I’m not too familiar with Webster University.
Hmm…. what else is interesting…? It is useful to see the dates of his graduation
though.
Assuming Robert attended his undergraduate program right out of his school,
the graduation date indicates that Robert is about 45 years old.
Also, it looks like he just recently finished his MBA - so that must have been a
part-time program. I can empathize with him on this front, as I did the same - a
part-time MBA while working full-time.
Recommendations: Bingo! Robert and Rob exchanged recommendations, so
more proof they are good buddies for sure. I can also see that Robert has
actively solicited recommendations (he’s received 16) and has given out seven
(7).
All of this, plus his 500+ connections, tells me that Robert is a power user of
LinkedIn. He should receive and read my message if I include the right subject
line and content.
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Constructing	
  an	
  InMail	
  
I like to open another tab with the profile open so I can refer to it as I’m building
my message to him. Here’s my note to Robert:
Hi Robert - I see that we both know Rob Rollo pretty well. Rob and I worked on
the same team at CoreLogic, and in fact he and I just talked on the phone
yesterday.
I came across your profile while reviewing this week's MBA Tech Conference
attendee list. With your experience in the technology and systems facet of the
loan origination process, I thought you'd be a perfect person to ask…
I work with Blend Labs - a mortgage tech startup in San Francisco - focusing on
improving the customer experience with technology during the application
process. We're still very much in early development, and right now we have
several product ideas that we need to prioritize.
Would you happen to have a few minutes at the conference to ask you few quick
questions about these ideas?
I am sorry to say that can't offer much right now except a Starbucks (or maybe a
good Scotch or microbrew if you like...)
My best times to meet at the conference right now are:
Wed, b/t 1-3pm or 5:30-6:30pm
Thurs, b/t 9-10am or 3-4pm
We can meet at the JW Marriott lobby concierge desk and find a spot from
there.
Many thanks for reading this far, and I'd really appreciate 20 minutes of your
time.
-Scott Sambucci
mobile: (415) 596 0804
scott@blendlabsinc.com
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Notice the structure:

	
  

•

Subject: specific to his area of expertise

•

Intro: Started strong with reference to Rob Rollo

•

Body: How I found him

•

Body: Why I’m contacting him

•

Body: Specific request

•

Body: Humor to show human element and personality

•

Conclusion: Specific times to save on back and forth. What if he is
excited and replies back with “what time?” Well, I’d be kind of in bind b/c
it’s 7am on Tuesday at this moment and I’m about to hop to the airport to
get to LA. Then I have meetings. Instead, give the person times and a
place so they can reply back with - “Great - let’s do 3pm on Thurs. See
you at the lobby."

•

Signature: Includes my contact relevant contact info. Think about how
email works. He’ll see this message in his inbox and retain it even if he
archives. This way if he needs to retrieve or search, he has my phone
number and email super handy.

Total Word Count: 219. Maybe a little long if this was mostly cold, but I feel
confident in the message, so I’m going to send. I’ve use parts of this email
successfully in other InMails.

Robert’s	
  Reply	
  

Boom! Meeting set.
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Here	
  are	
  a	
  two	
  more	
  examples	
  of	
  InMails	
  I	
  sent	
  for	
  a	
  similar	
  conference	
  

	
  

Person contacted: https://www.linkedin.com/in/shelly-griffin-8a4a018
My InMail message:

Response:

**This response came after the conference, so at least I was able to do a call
post-conference with a new connection.
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Person Contacted: https://www.linkedin.com/in/michaelsrhoden

	
  

My InMail Message:

Response:
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